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Prof. Ashok Banerjee 
takes over charge as 
Director of IIM Udaipur:
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IIM Udaipur appointed Prof Ashok Banerjee, faculty at IIM Calcutta, as its new Director. Prof. 
Banerjee took over charge on August 1, 2022, and succeeded Prof. Janat Shah, who helmed the 
institute for 11 years since its inception in 2011. Prof. Banerjee has served as faculty for Finance at 
the Indian Institute of Management Calcutta for 18 years. He also worked with IIM Lucknow for 
three years. As a Dean at IIM Calcutta, he was instrumental in setting up the IIM Calcutta 
Innovation Park. The depth and originality of Prof. Banerjee's knowledge in the areas of Financial 
Time Series and Operational Risk Management are unmatched. IIM Udaipur looks forward to 
attaining great heights under his leadership and guidance.

IIM Udaipur Invites Applications 
for Online Post-Graduate Diploma 
in Business Administration for 
Working Executive:
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IIM Udaipur is delighted to host the 5th edition of 'Analitica’ - The Annual Analytics Summit, 
organized by Technalytics, the Analytics Club. The speaker’s Mr. Satyajit Dwivedi, Director, Global 
Advisory, IoT Division, SAS, shared his insights on 'Security And Sustainability: Future of Data in 
Digital Transformation.’ Mr. Dwivedi emphasized the importance of data and its interpretation. He 
highlighted the recent trend toward data analytics. Using simple examples, he explained how 
informed decisions are made using the correct interpretation of data. He also shared his 
experiences and anecdotes to make the session more enriching. In addition to the session being 
informative, the session was also highly interactive. Mr. Anshul Malik, Global Analytics Lead, 
Airbnb, started by explaining the importance of Digital Transformation in the current world. He 
stated that Digital Transformation is used to reduce costs and help large companies where 
managing data is a very demanding task. According to the speaker, Digital Transformation is the 
conversion of information from analog to digital and is used to transform the way business is 
conducted. The speaker concluded by stating that customer experience is the crux of a business, 
and digital transformation assists in achieving that. Mr. Varun Thamba, Director, Data and 
Analytics CoE, SAP, explained various sustainable practices in diverse business �elds. He 
emphasized the importance of implementing sustainable practices across the entire value chain. 
He also mentioned the advantages of a circular economy in enabling large organizations to reduce 
their carbon footprint. He also stressed the need to strike a balance between sustainability and 
pro�tability. Mr. Thamba further encouraged the students to stay aware of the latest trends and 
apply their minds to solving the biggest challenges of sustainability faced across the world. Ms. 
Vidhya Veeraraghavan, VP, Arti�cial Intelligence, Standard Chartered Bank, commenced by 
discussing the transforming effects of Data and AI on the future of Banking. She talked about the 
world moving towards digitization and how Covid-19 had accelerated the process. The speaker 
stated that the Banking sector, much like our lives, was drastically impacted by the pandemic. She 
highlighted the importance of cyber security during the past two tears when Work from Home had 
become the norm. Ms. Veeraraghavan recalled that there were many complaints regarding cyber 
attacks, hacking, and ransomware over the past two years and concluded by highlighting the 
importance of Data and AI against the same. Another speaker, Mr. Anant Deshpande, Cofounder of 
FinBox, started off by expressing the vision of FinBox: to transform lending for the country and 
make it accessible to everyone using technology and data. He pressed upon the types of 
information that can be obtained from an individual's cell phone. He highlighted Web 3 and its 
capabilities, and the changes in the industry it could bring.

Indian Institute of Management Udaipur has opened admissions for the second edition of the 
Post-Graduate Diploma in Business Administration for Working Executives (PGDBA-WE) Program. 
The duration of this program is 24 months, and the course is for professionals with a minimum of 
three years of full-time post-quali�cation experience. The programme is delivered in a virtual format 
on weekends to make it convenient for the candidate to attend classes while continuing their 
employment. It allows professionals, including those currently employed, to improve their 
performance and add value to their careers by developing a solid foundation and profound 
understanding of business management through this programme from a globally Ranked and 
Accredited IIM.
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IIM Udaipur hosts the 5th edition of 
'Analitica’ - The Annual Analytics 
Summit, organized by Technalytics, 
the Analytics Club:

Highlights
Prof. Ashok Banerjee takes over charge as Director of IIM Udaipur 

IIM Udaipur Invites Applications for Online Post-Graduate Diploma in Business 
Administration for Working Executives

IIM Udaipur hosts the 5th edition of 'Analitica’ - The Annual Analytics Summit, 
organized by Technalytics, the Analytics Club

IIM Udaipur hosted the �rst edition of FinClave - The Finance Summit, organized by 
Finomina

IIM Udaipur hosted the �rst edition of FinClave - The Finance Summit, organized by Finomina. The 
summit started with the Director of IIM Udaipur, Prof. Ashok Banerjee, addressing the speakers and 
the IIMU community. The speakers of the event were Mr. Sudeep Bhatia, Group Chief Financial 
Of�cer, Lendingkart, Mr. Alok Beel, Director, Standard Chartered Bank, and Ms. Nidhi Ghuman, 
Senior EVP - PEVC, IIFL Asset Management. The summit concluded with a panel discussion 
moderated by the students. The speakers discussed the onset of a recession in the coming years 
and how it will affect investors and unicorns.
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Student Achievements
IIM Udaipur extends its heartiest 
congratulations to Muskan Gupta, 
Suryapratap Babar, and Suhail Nazir on 
emerging as the campus winners of The 
Governance Challenge. The Governance 
Challenge (TGC) is India’s �rst National 
governance case competition for 25 premier 
business and public policy schools in India. 
The competition offers the participants a 
platform to pitch their solutions to complex 
challenges that impact millions of citizens of 
India. The Team Balicha Panthers got 
selected as one of the Top 25 teams from a 
total of 6000+ teams from premier schools in 
the country that competed in this challenge. 
Getting selected as one of the Top 25 teams 
in the challenge, their commendable 
performance has brought great pride to the 
institute. The community appreciates their 
achievements and wishes them great 
success in their future endeavors.

Faculty Achievements

BoG Session & Book Launch:
IIM Udaipur was pleased to host an esteemed 
member of its Board of Governors, Mr. D. 
Shivakumar, Group Executive President, 
Corporate Strategy and Business 
Development, Aditya Birla Group, for an 
interactive session with the community. He 
has also served as CEO and Chairman of 
PepsiCo India and CEO of Nokia India, to 
name a few of the positions he has held over 
his illustrious career. Mr. D. Shivakumar 
shared insights he has acquired over many 
years in the industry. He stated that the world 
is more nationalistic today than in the past. 
The focus, he said, has departed from the last 
two decades of globalization. He also 
emphasized that if content is king, context is 
kingdom; hence, it is essential to be culturally 
sensitive. He mentioned the importance of 
being fair, authentic, and giving more than 
you take to help you in the long term. He 

stressed upon the fact that time management is critical, and it isn’t necessarily about punctuality 
but the commitment to meet your objectives. The talk ended with a Q&A session where he 
concluded by asserting the importance of continuous upskilling while working in an organization. 
The session also witnessed the launch of his third book  - “The Art of Management.” The book, 
‘TheArt of Management’ delves into the whole discipline of career management and its three 
elements, Discipline, Energy and Focus, respectively. With in-depth interviews of top leaders across 
the spectrum and an insightful foreword by Sachin Tendulkar, this book is a masterpiece to gain the 
capabilities required to stay relevant. He also autographed a few copies as a gesture of goodwill and 
appreciation for the students.

Prof. Kirti Mishra, faculty of Organizational 
Behavior and Human Resources 
Management was invited as a speaker for 
a webinar organized by the Center for 
Global Business' South Asia Research 
Network. The webinar was moderated by 
Monash Business School and focused on 
the topic 'Evaluating the resilience of 
women during the pandemic in India: An 
empirical analysis'.

I am incredibly grateful to the board and 
my team for believing in me and 
appointing me as the �rst employee of this 
eminent management school. In 2011, I 
was ready to embrace the new chapter of 
my life - building a prestigious institute on 
vacant land in the mountain bed of 
Aravalli. Reinvent & Re-energize: 
Throughout my career, I have observed 
organizations and individuals who stick to 
this plan attain their desired level of 
success. I've attempted to follow this 
principle in life and at IIM Udaipur by 
innovating, putting faith in students, and 
investing in faculty. At IIM Udaipur, we 
have devoted all our attention to degree 
programs & top-notch research since its 
inception. We stand out because of our 
emphasis on education, exceptional 
visiting faculty, and careful selection of 
student batches. We began with one 
program & 57 students; today, we have 
more than 700 students & four-degree 
programs, & everyone in the academic 
community is aware of our uniqueness. We 
began to explore worldwide rankings in 
2013 and earned the AACSB accreditation 
in 2018, realizing that we were the 
youngest institution to do so. I believe that 
at IIM Udaipur, we did the right thing by 
attempting something that no one else had 
tried, gaining insights from others, & 
developing our model while maintaining 
our principles & ethos. My exceptional 
staff, whose backing made it possible, is to 

thank for realizing my aim of establishing this remarkable institution. As I transition to the 
next phase of my career, my advice for the students is to make the most of the possibilities 
provided to them in college while adapting to changing circumstances & becoming a better 
version of themselves.

Faculty Speak
From the beginning, we were a long-term focused 
institution. We wanted to create global benchmarks. 
That’s why IIM Udaipur is among the top four in terms of 
quality research in the country, comparable to the best in 
the business. In fact, because of its research prowess, it 
became the youngest institute to earn global 
accreditations from the AACSB. With this recognition, 
IIM Udaipur becomes just the fourth IIM to gain either of 
these distinctions, entering the ranks of Ahmedabad, 
Bangalore, and Calcutta. Additionally, as per UT Dallas 
database that tracks publications in 24 leading business 
journals, IIM-U ranks 4th in the country in research. That’s 
the achievement we have got in a record short time. Prof. Janat Shah

Faculty, 
Operations and Supply Chain 
Management
(Source: The Times of India)  

Prof. Janat Shah
Former Director, 
IIM Udaipur

Institute Updates:

“CGB SARN Webinar” 

The Indian Institute of Management Udaipur celebrated the 75th year of independence at 
the 300-acre balicha campus. The ceremony commenced with the �ag hoisting by Prof. 
Ashok Banerjee, Director, IIM Udaipur. The director addressed the IIMU community on this 
occasion, followed by music, dance, and theater performances to celebrate the country’s 
unity and diversity and honor its freedom. It also saw participation from the IIMU 
community members reciting patriotic poems and an honorary speech from one of the navy 
students from the One-Year MBA in Global Supply Chain Management. IIM Udaipur wishes 
everyone a Happy Independence Day!

"IIM Udaipur celebrated India's 75th Independence Day"

“Majestic Appearance of a Peacock at the IIMU Campus”

About IIM Udaipur

www.iimu.ac.in

IIM Udaipur is well on its way to becoming a globally recognized B-School. It has broken new 
ground by focusing on world-class research and transforming students into tomorrow's managers 
and leaders. The Institute arrived on the global education stage by securing accreditation from the 
AACSB (Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business) in merely eight years of its 
establishment. With this accreditation, IIM Udaipur is counted in the same league of global 
institutes such as Harvard Business School, Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, and 
the MIT Sloan School. Recently, IIMU has been listed on the Financial Times (FT) Global MIM 
Ranking 2021 as well as the QS Global MIM Ranking 2022. 

IIMU is only the third IIM in the prestigious rankings 
holding a spot in the Top 100 in FT Masters in Management 
2021 Global Ranking for its two-year MBA program for the third 
consecutive year along with IIM Ahmedabad and IIM Bangalore. 
The institute was also listed in the prestigious Masters in 
Management (MIM) QS World University Rankings 2022 for the 
third consecutive year. The B-school performed amongst the top 
97% of the 155 programs that were globally assessed. It is the 7th 
IIM along with IIM Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Calcutta, Lucknow, 
Kozhikode and Indore to get listed in the prestigious ranking. 
However, IIM Udaipur is the youngest B-school globally 
along with the University of Sydney Business School to be listed 
in the QS 2022 MIM Rankings.

IIMU is also currently ranked 4th in India, after ISB, IIM 
Ahmedabad, and IIM Bangalore, for research in management 
according to the methodology used by UT Dallas, which tracks 
publications in the leading global journals. 

For Media Queries,
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Taran Singh
+91 98879 99284
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communication@iimu.ac.in

IIM Udaipur hosted the �rst 
edition of FinClave - The Finance 
Summit, organized by Finomina:

Upcoming Events
Teachers Day
5th September

01 Navratri
26th September
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IIM Udaipur hosted Mr. Amit Shah, Chief 
Marketing Of�cer, Zycus in the next 
session of e-Netratva, where he shared his 
valuable insights on the topic 'B2B 
Marketing’

E-Netratva Session:


